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Abstract—Declarative knowledge has a key role in health-care 
domain, which is hidden in multiple clinical-related knowledge 
resources. For acquiring and constructing the declarative 
structured knowledge from unstructured knowledge resources, 
UDeKAM methodology was proposed that lacks the intelligent
human dialoguing mechanism for validating and filtering the 
important concept relations. This paper is the extension of our 
previous work and presents an extended version of UDeKAM, 
called X-UDeKAM, that includes Chatterbot along with text 
preprocessing as well as controlled natural language processing
techniques. For realization of X-UDeKAM, a diabetes scenario is 
explained through example.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is a key to compete that solves real-world 
problems and provides help in decision making. Declarative 
knowledge is a category of knowledge and expressed in the 
form of unstructured sentence. In health-care domain, there 
exists plenty of declarative knowledge which is very critical for 
quality of health management. Acquiring knowledge from 
unstructured knowledge resources is one of the key research 
area, where multiple systems exist that have been proposed for 
particular applications without support of controlled natural 
language and intelligent human dialoguing mechanism [1-4].
Keeping in view these facts, an extended version of UDeKAM
[1], called X-UDeKAM is proposed. The architecture of the 
proposed methodology is depicted in Fig. 1, where text
preprocessing, Chatterbot, and model construction using
controlled natural language phases are elaborated.

II. METHOD

A. Text Preprocessing
The first step is to collect the domain resources i.e. diabetes

documents. After collection process, this phase applies basic 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [4] and 
extracts the concept relations. For example, following are the 
two relations of word ‘symptom’ that are extracted from 
diabetes standard guidelines:

1. symptom/feeling/somesthesia/unpleasant_person/negative_stimulus/hurt
2. symptom/blood_disease

Fig. 1. X-UDeKAM architecture.

B. Chatterbot
A chatterbot is an intelligent computer program, which

helps to simulate human conversation via textual methods [5].
Once concept relations are obtained, then there is a need for 
validation and filtration of important relations. This phase
utilized intelligent dialoguing mechanism with the help of 
Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML). For example,
for validation of “blood_disease” relation, here is a very simple 
conversion between human and virtual agent is:
<topic name=”diabetes-symptoms”>
<category>

<pattern>What are symptoms of diabetes patient ?</pattern>
<template>Possible symptoms are <bot name="symptom"/>. </template>

</category>
<category>

<pattern>Is blood_disease a symptom of diabetes?</pattern>
<template>Yes. </template>

</category>
</topic>

C. Model Construction
After validation of concept relations, there is a need to 

construct domain model, which is consist of declarative 
knowledge. This phase used Attempto Controlled English
(ACE) and OWL for constructing declarative structured 
knowledge [6, 7], which is partially shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A partial view of domain model.
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III. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrated an extended version of declarative 
structured knowledge acquisition methodology with support of 
intelligent human dialoguing mechanism.
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